The things are getting way too complex. New laws, rules, regulations, motivations to innovate, incentives to be inorganic, sophisticated and complex etc. Being organic is way too simple and comforting with peace, harmony and tranquility amalgamated. We are going to give way to urbanize by learning complex laws several more humans and they are going to bye-bye to organic profession, the most necessary profession, the natural profession, the basic and fundamental profession of mankind: The Farmers. We are not focusing on “Process Innovation” via organic means.

My professor in my first semester of PhD in a seminar said: How problems are solved? The answer was generic i.e. by finding solutions. But his reply was: The solution is going to give rise to more problems. Can we really solve some problems? We solve problems in our daily life for instance problem in our TV. What happens when it is fixed? Well we start watching it and due to TV many more problems are generated. The answer is: There is no silver bullet. We may not try on government level to solve what is not made to be solved by nature. It should remained be hidden and unsolved and not working or malfunctioning. Whoever wants to fix it may fix it on his/her own but not at the cost of public money. If there is a problem which needs attention it is implementation of law. We are not to make new technologies and then incentivize others to use it for wellbeing. In this world, we have commonalities but then there are subtle differences in approaches we eat, walk, see, cure, care, love etc. We need not to make standards about each and every aspect of life. Care is about love and healthy ones are in good position to give love to patients. How? It is something we do organically. We love to get back love. We survive by loving and caring which is base of sociology.

Technology is not silver bullet but we are tying it to be as we have interests which are conflicting but who cares as long as we are competing in a capitalist society. Technology is helping this system to flourish but it is evident that it has built in flaw: Inflation. After a certain time period the interest oriented capitalist social structures being supported by technology suffer from it and ultimately financial crisis and the future crisis predicted in WALL-E are to come. Technology serves purpose but human which is comfort loving hedonist abuses it most of the time which results in everyday accidents which are much more severe and frequent also resulting in morbidity and mortality. But none has raised question. In healthcare also, we have many new tech which are contributing in complex issues but instead of controlling them we are paying no attention to them. Our main focus in on Techno-Change Management rather than using the learnt knowledge: prevention is better than cure.

Healthcare starts from love. First love is for self. If you love yourself then you have to take care of yourself by preventing yourself to stay away from what causes you to be unhealthy. We all know that organics are better choice for good health. Still we have given all inorganic things to our humanity. Organic practices are pretty simple and extreme joy is when you eat blue berries from fresh from the trees in your house which now we don’t do as we seek money not “REAL MONEY” which are organic fruits and vegetables in our houses. But now, we have no time to plant these healthy trees. We are more into aesthetics and abstractive form of love is more obvious rather than the love for simple pure products which are present in our house. Who keeps goat and gets the benefit of its milk? It is hard. But keeping computer, Wi-Fi gadgets and other such products which are pretty much harmful and used mostly from hedonic purposes are very common in our society. We don’t give time to plants, trees, flowers and other natural things which are good for us and our planet earth. We love the things which are going to leave or we love and leave or love to live by leaving and divorcing the nature in many aspects.
Healthcare is all in organics. It is deeply rooted in love and care, after that we may consider herbal medicine, after that we may consider patience as most of the diseases cause problems for a while and then go away and after that if it is not working we may opt for asking someone who suffered and cured (a really private, safe and secure way to share your problem with someone who you believe is going to keep it confidential and it is your own choice which also results in healthy society). But clinics, hospitals, and other care setups for seeking cure should be the last option.

We may focus on Open Innovation Adoption (OIA) model for any tech rather than government making policies in favor of a tech and undermining the importance of others. With OIA we may focus more on Justice and strong punishment and reward system to set examples for others not to do it in future. If someone makes a medicine and introduces in market without testing causing many to suffer then it should be taken as strong offence and if proved guilty, punishment needs to be very much open for all to see so that they learn not to behave in this way. A strong justice system and reward those who do good to others. We need no innovation. Already, nature is innovative and it innovates but we don’t observe. With the passage of time, we may look for cure in nature as it produces cure for new diseases which are hidden and are very social innovative mechanisms are there to cure those. For a healthy society it is good to do this exercise openly and use OIA for it to be adopted by others. It may be sold in other markets as a new innovative procedure but then government needs to learn that everything is not money. OIA shuns the idea of techno-leadership and drives a leader to be social rather than feeling safe inside highly protected castles, bureaus and state buildings. A leader has to be social to know real problems and then ONC can perform a good deed for humanity; not just for Americans but it is going to be holistic approach.

Yes, Together We Can!